
Kissing The Shy Guy: The Dangers Of Dating
A Diva
Are you attracted to the mysterious, quiet type? Do you find yourself drawn to the
shy guys who seem to have an air of mystery around them? It's no secret that
many women are captivated by the idea of taming the shy guy and bringing out
his hidden confidence. But what happens when that shy guy turns out to be a
diva? In this article, we'll explore the dangers of dating a diva and how it can
impact your relationship.

The Allure of the Shy Guy

There's something undeniably captivating about the shy guy. His quiet strength,
his ability to listen and observe, and his mysterious nature are all characteristics
that can be incredibly attractive to women. The idea of being the one who can
break through his shell and bring out his true personality can feel like a thrilling
challenge.

When you first start dating a shy guy, you may be drawn to his humility and
modesty. He may be the complete opposite of the arrogant, self-centered guys
you've encountered in the past. His gentle gestures and thoughtfulness may
make you feel like you're the most important person in his world.
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The Signs of a Diva

However, as you get to know your shy guy better, you may start to notice signs of
diva behavior. A diva is someone who is self-centered and expects the world to
revolve around them. They have an inflated sense of their own importance and
may often display dramatic behavior.

Some common signs of a diva include:

Constant need for attention

Excessive demands and high expectations

Exaggeration of minor issues

Putting themselves first in every situation

Difficulty accepting criticism

Creating unnecessary drama

At first, you may be surprised to find these behaviors in someone who presents
themselves as shy. But it's important to remember that shyness and diva
tendencies are not mutually exclusive. In fact, shyness can sometimes mask a
deeper sense of entitlement and narcissism.

The Impact on Your Relationship
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Dating a diva, whether they are initially shy or not, can have a significant impact
on your relationship. The constant need for attention and the self-centered nature
of a diva can leave you feeling emotionally drained and unappreciated. Instead of
the quiet and supportive partner you initially fell for, you may find yourself dealing
with someone who constantly demands your attention and expects you to cater to
their every need.

Additionally, divas often struggle with empathy and may have difficulty
understanding and meeting your emotional needs. They may be so focused on
their own feelings and desires that they neglect to consider yours. This can lead
to feelings of neglect and can create a toxic dynamic in the relationship.

Furthermore, divas often excel at creating unnecessary drama. They may blow
minor issues out of proportion and turn simple disagreements into full-blown
arguments. This constant drama can take a toll on your mental and emotional
well-being and can make it difficult to maintain a healthy, stable relationship.

Protecting Yourself

So, what can you do if you find yourself dating a diva disguised as a shy guy?
The key is to set healthy boundaries and communicate your needs clearly.
Remember that you deserve to be with someone who values and respects you,
and don't settle for anything less.

If you're constantly feeling drained and unappreciated, it may be time to
reevaluate the relationship. While it can be tempting to hang on in the hopes that
your shy guy will change, it's important to recognize that people can only change
if they are willing to do so. If your partner is not willing to acknowledge and
address their diva tendencies, it may be best to move on and find someone who
appreciates you for who you are.



In

Dating a diva can be a challenging and draining experience, especially when they
are disguised as a shy guy. While it's understandable to be attracted to their
mysterious nature, it's important to be aware of the potential dangers and red
flags. Remember to prioritize your own well-being and set healthy boundaries in
your relationships. You deserve to be with someone who values and respects
you. Don't settle for less than what you deserve.
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Adam doesn’t know if he wants to strangle her or kiss her.

She's misunderstood. He wants the key to unlocking her heart.

And that one thing Jenna Bradford wants is to win an elite scholarship for singing.
Not only would winning the scholarship be her first step toward Broadway, it just
might earn her the attention and approval she so desperately craves. But when
her partner leaves her high and dry only a month before the competition, Jenna
finds herself desperate for something it galls her to ask for—help.
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He’s a shy guy who can give her what she needs, but will he?

Adam Smith knows all about Jenna. She’s selfish, mean, and doesn’t care about
anyone but herself. Why would he want to help her with anything? That’s the
question he keeps asking as he finds himself giving in and doing what Jenna
wants. He must be crazy. That or he realizes there is more to Jenna than
everyone realizes.

Find out what he chooses in Kissing the Shy Guy, a sweet stand-alone high
school romance.

Check out all the books in The Dangers of Dating a Diva series for the full reading
experience.
Kissing the Player – by Maggie Dallen (Book 1)
Kissing the Hero – by Christina Benjamin (Book 2)
Kissing the Debutante – by Michelle MacQueen & Ann Maree Craven (Book 3)
Kissing the Shy Guy – Stephanie Street (Book 4)
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